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A: In your call to the function (line 5), you are not sending a function. You are sending an instance of a class containing an instance method that does not correspond with the function you sent. Something like this should work: def my_func(my_func): pass my_func(my_func) But I can't say exactly what you are doing without seeing your
complete code. As for the function method of MyClass, you can't make it an instance method like you did for MyFunc. In a similar fashion, you can only make it a class method if MyClass is also a class, since the object has to be created before you could make it a class method. To implement a function method, you should do something
like this: class MyClass: def my_func(self): # modify self.my_value with an operation on some other attribute/value of self. return self.my_value my_instance = MyClass() print my_instance.my_func() # prints'some_value' my_instance.my_func() # raises an error Featured EACH YEAR, the Meals on Wheels Association of America (MWAA)
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